


Overview
● A global financial service provider delivering commercial, investment, private 

and retail banking (Universal Bank).
● Operates in 70 countries.
● Largest German banking institution, HQ in Frankfurt
● Shares listed on both on the Frankfurt and New York Stock Exchange



Goals
● Exits sales and trading business and reducing the amount of capital used by 

the fixed-income Sales & Trading business.
● Returning 5 billion euros of capital to shareholders starting in 2022. The funds 

are going to come from: 20% of the bank’s leverage exposure, 74 billion 
euros of risk weighted assets.

● Investing 13 billion euros in technology by 2020.
● Plans to reconstruct the banks infrastructure without raising additional capital.

“Today we have announced the most fundamental transformation of Deutsche 
Bank in decades”

CEO of Deutsche bank Christian Sewing 



Macro Analysis of the Future
● Global economies have been growing constantly for the past 10 years 
● However, the inversion of the yield curve and threat of trade war can signal 

the opposite.
● Interest rates in ECB are already historically low which leaves them with fewer 

ways on how to stimulate the economy.
● Inflation currently sits at 1% in europe already, which is 1% below the target. 

Which in turn predicted to have a pressure up stock market during the 
loosening because markets are very sensitive to these changes 
foreshadowing the upcoming recession.  



Macro Analysis of the Future
● This is because a yield curve inverted meaning that government is going to 

have less funds in the future for a 10yr bond and that consumer confidence is 
set to weaken over the years which makes stock market even more 
vulnerable to different macro hazards.

● Brexit which is underway can mean that EU, in case of the “hard Brexit” could 
be affected by the UK since it exports to it a significant share of its GDP. 

● For Deutsche Bank it could mean that it can lose a potential market in the UK 
which could result in the opportunity cost for its revenues. 



Fundamental Analysis - 5yr - Where are we at 
now? 

A - Interest rate rigging
B - Business with sanctioned countries
C - Siphoning money to Russia
E - Consecutive losses. 



- 2015 after the series of bad PR
- Strategic Vision for 2022 implemented
- Focus on cost saving
- Reducing Global clients (downsizing)
- Upgrades to technical infrastructure

Fundamental Analysis - the Bottom Line



- DB - upward trend with lower negative earnings per year
- Competitors have sporadic earnings indicating the DB has a slightly better direction 

after implementation of their strategic vision. 

- Recent profitability ratios say otherwise, its clear that they 
are operating at a loss and are encountering a lot of pull 
back from the markets especially in these current 
economic conditions 

Fundamental Analysis - Earnings per Share





Technical Analysis - Past performance (1 year)



Deutsche Bank vs Euro Stoxx Banks



● Ongoing Trade War Pressure

● Inversion of yield curve 

● Low interest rates environment 

● Brexit 

● Strategic plan for 2022

★ Downsizing employees

★ Reducing global clients

★ Upgrading technical infrastructure (spending around 13 billion)

● Profitability reported only last year.

● Lower revenue in different operations. 

Conclusion



Verdict : 

HOLD 



Thank you 


